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REHABILITATION ASSOCIATE TRAINING
FOR EMPLOYED STAFF

MODULE: RA-7 Teaching New Behavior

DESCRIPTORS: chaining, di4caimination titain-Zng,

ctiminative 4timutu4, iading,

enetaLization, 4hapin9, successive appaoximation4,

mpting, task anaeysts, nesponse dekentiation

OVERVIEW: The module on Teaching New Behavior will
acquaint staff with several procedures-for

teaching clients behaviors which they are not presently
exhibiting. Staff will learn to use shaping, chaining,
fading techniques, and programmed instruction. These
procedures can be applied to teaching skills in various
areas: independent living, vocational, pre-academic,
socialization, language, etc. This module will present
examples of using these procedures to teach such behav-
iors. Staff will also be instructed on techniques to
use to aFsure that a newly acquired behavior will be
performeJ in various settings (generalization), or will
only be performed in the specific setting in which it is
desirable (discrimination). Individuals completing the
module will write and implement programs, using the
techniques they have been taught, for clients with whom
they work.
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BEHAVIOR

1 Student will define each of the following procedures,-
including specific processes and when each procdure
is used:

Prompting (verbal, modelling, physical)
Fading
niscrimination training
Trial and error
Fading of redundant stimUli
Easy to herd sequence
Delay of prompts
MatchiUg to sample
Oddity
Shaping
Task anal!/sis
Total task
Forward chaining
Tackward chaining
Imitation training
Generalization trainiMg
Response differentiation

Student will write a program to teach a task which
will provide evidence of each of the following:

Prompting
Fading

. .

Discrimination training
Shaping
Task analysis
Generalization training
Response differentiation

Student will demonstrate additional knowledge of use =,f each of the techniques for teaching new behavior.



EVALUATION

1
At least 80% corr-Aact on written test requiring:

A. Definiticas
Naming off- procedure illustrated by an exawle.

Tasks to be traineEtt,d will be listed in test question.
.Six of the seven i=requited elements must be listed In
_he procedure.

e questiewlas.



Individuals working in the field of rehabilitation are
generally faced with one or more of the following situ-
ations:

1 Client(s ) do not do certain behaviors at all
(behavior must be taught).

Client(s) do not do certain behaviors enough
(behavior must be increased).

Client(s) do certain behaviors just right
(behavior must be maintained

Client(s) do certain behaviors too much
(behavior must be decreased).

10



You muAt teaah the c.
behavi01t6 he-d'oe4n't
know!

This module is directed toward the first of these situa-
tions and involves met/10d4 404. teaching new behaviDAA.
Procedures for doing this will be discussed below and
will include prompting, fading, shaping, chaining, dis-
crimination training, imitation training, and generaliza-
tion training.

11 9



Unlike the tasks of increaSing, decreasing, or maintain-
ing e.46ting behaviors, teaching a new behavior is
particularly difficult because the behavior initially
does not exist at all. You can't just reinforce it.

12



TILL bAb124 La to oun. gi.Azt
piompting!

A prompt is one thing you can do te 6Lnq about : behav-
ior in a client. It mu the behavior.

13
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What you do to prompt generally falls into three cate-
gories or levels:

verbal prompting

modelling

physical guidance

In the first level, venbaZ uompang, you give the client
whatever in-at/maim it takes to bring about the behav-
ior. If, when you say, "Sam the boaads," and Jae just
stands there, you might say, "Pick up the ZaW," as verbal
help to do the behavior. When someone does a favor for
a client and you say, "What do you tea the Zady?" that
is a verbal prompt. A verbal prompt is something you
Say that makes the behavior easier for the client.

hat do you tete the
Zady?"

An example of,a verbal prompt.

15 1 3
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Clear
The important thing to keep in mind with verbal prompts is
that they must be ce.e.ato The client cannot do the appro-
priate behavior if he does not understand your instruc-
tions.

1 am modatin the behavi_oA.
olL my ettentz!

There are times, however, when clear instructions are not
enough and the behavior does not occur. This brings us
to a second level of prompting, modee.ana. In modelling,
you AhoW the client what you want done. The coach says,
"Do it tike this," as he shoots a basket. You give
George a completed circuit board. You show Mark how to
sweep the floor. These are all prompts that typically
give more help to the client than verbal instructions.
They provide more poWet in bringing about appropriate
behavior.

17
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Use when
veAb ot o pAompts
don't wotia

Physlcally moving the client through
the response.

If the first two levels of prompting do not work (the
behavior does not occur) we can get even more power
through 211.2.A.kcIf_Lpila With physical prompts, you
actually move the client through the action of complet-
ing the desired response (i.e., you move his hands for
him.) When you take the client's hands in yours and
help him write his name, that is a physical prompt.
Phystcally prompting a client learning to fold laundry
might mean grasping his hand and making his hand pxck
up the correct corner. These physical prompts generally
provide the client with enough power to do the task.

1 7
19
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All of these leve of prompting, ±en provxde us with
the "powee to bring about behaviors. The ba.oic ztAate-
Y owet a a pojp s nece4.6a);y

au For each behavior, our goal is
to always have the client do as much of the behavior as
possible on his own. If you use too .00werful a prompt,
you are robbing the client of his independence. If you
use too little, the behavior won't happen. The client
will tell you by his progress of lack of it what he
needs in the way of prompts. This is really an act that
comes with practice. You will want to be very aware of
the signals the client is sending in order to use prompts
effectively.

Use. the Zowezt Zeve.0 piwmj
neceiszeJty eLEcit the.
behavjx/ri

Fox exampft, you may give inztAuctionz to do a behavior
(i.e., steps to cweeping a wock area) if you see that
it isn't working, you quickly move to a model and then
if you see that isn't working, you may provide physical
guidance. At whatever level of prompting you are at,
once you see that it is working, you.yant to move back
to levels with "less power" until the client is doing
the behavior independently. 1 9
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As indicated above, prompts can e in bringing
about new behavior. It is not feasible, however, to
follow a client into the "real world" forever providing
a multitude of prompts. This is also not desirable,
as we do not want the client to become dependent upon
prompts. We just want the prompts to help teach the
behaviors.

Don't atZow you& caent
to become dependent on ptom

z 1
23



Fading mean.6 giving
liewen opmiat4 unae
the ctient doe4 the
behaviot indepen(4-
dentty!

Thus, we must introduce a new term called adin Fad-
ing is the pkocess o4 oaduaLty giving ta.6.6 az, hap
(pkomptS) ant...a the ceient aan do the behaviox indepen-
dentEy. A physical prompt that starts as a hand-over-
hand to get the coat zipped, changes to just a touch at
the elbow to accomplish the same thing. The touch is
still help, but not as much as a full physical prompt.
This fading of physical prompts is also known as gnadu-
ated guidance. This graduated guidance is useful, for
example, in assisting low functioning clients in assem-
bly tasks. You may grasp both of their hands to enable
them to do the task; then assist them by grabbing the
forearm; then assist them by grabbing them behind the
elbow; then provide no physical guidance at all.

2 2
2 4



Modelling can also be faded. A model for name writing
can be total ("MARY") and go to ("MAI' ) to ' "), and
finally to ('M").

Mary "itArviate--

Ma

A verbal prompt can begin as a full instruction,

and progress to

The whole idea is to uhe the piwmy to get the behavion
Ata4ted and then dade out the pnompts so that the behav-
ior occurs on its own.

2 3
25
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Often clients do not make appropriate responses because
they are not responding appropriately to stimuli. That
is, a certain stimulus is not serving as a discrimina-
tive stimulus (it does not cue the response which will
be reinforced). Fair_ exampee, in the situation above,
the act of the person doing a favor for the client did
not cue the response "Thank you" by the client (as it
should have). Thus, you give an iAneftevant cue to
bring about the response, such asTwITJFETa-15-. tatyca
the peitson?" It's irrelevant because it should not
nonmaUy be needed in the situation. Thus, in teach-
ing new behaviors, we may also at times, do some thL4-
c.'bmthatLon . As you may have guessed by now,
his is training which teaches clients to respond ap-

propriately to certain stimuli to get the stimuli
functioning as discAnatrIve stimuZi.

Discrimination training teaches a
client to respond appropriately to
certain stimuli.

27



at Is
djscrimiratiofl

wrung

This quution -LA a discAimina-
time &tit-tutus to get you to 404,
"ViscAirmination titaining teaches
ctients to kespond apptopAiate-
ty to cettain 4timuti!"

28



The following are strategies used in discrimination
training:

a. W. and ek/L0k: relevant and irrelevant st muli
are concurrently presented to.the client and the
client is reinforced each time he picks the c-rrect
one. Fot exampte, in teaching coin recognition
you may present a nickel and a dime and say,

"WhJ. h one e?"

b. FadiA9 o tedundant titimaei: additional but redun-
dant stimuli can be used to simplify the discrimi-
nation, and then these can be gradually_faded out
(another example of fading). Fo/t exampee, in teach-
ing a client to count nickels, you may place the
amounts on cards above the nickels:

5C

l5c

and gradually remove the cards o a time.

20c

2 9
2 7



c. faby-to-hartd Az uenceb: start with very obvious dis-
criminations and gradually make them more exacting;
i.e., the client responds to a stimulus Which is
vaguely simIlar to red, then one mcme zimitak to red,
and finally red itself. (This is actually 6haping
which will be discussed in more detail later.)

Another example would be in teaching an individual tc;
count by fives to 100 (i.e., counting nickels). You
may start with them counting quarters (counting by
25's), then dimes (counting by 10's) and then finally
the nickels. The earlier tasks of counting quarters
and dimes are easier and contain many of the same
responses needed in counting nickels.

25 50 75 100

10 20 30 40 50 60

10

0
15 20 25



PAompt Detay pkompt Detay pitompt
1 4econd. 5 4econd4.inanectateLy.

2

d. D prompt the client immediately
on he discrimination, then delay the prompt for
one second, then for five seconds, etc., until the
prompting is not needed. Verbal prompts work well
here i.e., waiting for longer durations before
giving the verbal prompt. Essentially you are in-
crersing the time between the client's opportunity
to respond and when you give the prompt.

A good example would be in giving verbal prompts
to help a client count coins. You may at first
count with the client, then wait one second before
helping the client with each counting response,
then two seconds, etc.

31



e. Matchin -to-sampte: frovide a separate sample of
the appropriate sti.laulIis and then gradually fade
this out. Fot exampte, in teaching coin recognition,
present that client with a dime and a nickel, and
ask, "Which ,C4 the dime?" Show the client a sepa-
rate dime as a sample. Then, gradually fade out the
sample dime. This is also an example of fading and
is similar to fading of redundant stimuli, only the
redundant stimulus is an exact model of the discrim-
inative stimulus being trained.

Whii -he

H e AA a dime.

Which Lo the

32



Oddity.: make the relevant discriminative stimulus
the only odd one in a group and have the client
choose it. Gradually reduce the degree to which
the other stimuli are different. An example would
be presenting one dime and three pennies and asking
which is the dime; one dime and three quarters; one
dime and three nickels, etc. Then maybe one dime
and some foreign coins which are very similar to
the dime which makes the discrimination more pre-
cise.

Whick

Which

Which io the e?

3 1
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Can you list
how they

are used ?
(Which of the above strategies

did we just use?)

35



Remember above, under discrimination training, where we
talked about using easy-to-hard sequences? This is an
example of zhapina. We reinforce responses that are
closer and closer to what we want. This is also called
the method of 4Ucce44iVe apptoximationz and is another
way to teach behaviors. We reinforce approximations of
a response we want, but only as they get successively
closer to the response we want.

3 6
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A good example of this is teaching speech. The first
time a baby says, "dd," we praise the heck out of him.
Later, we praise the child for "da-da," and finally
"ddddy" (improper shaping is why older kids often use
child-like speech. They were not reinforced for closer
approximations to more adult speech.)

Pkai4e (ne,01. ce) zucc
nesponse you want!

ye appAoxim the

The case of George, a client in a workshop, is another
example of shaping. George never works more than two
minutes at one time. Your initial step would be to
reinforce him for every two minutes he works without
leaving the work station. When he is doing this consis-
tently, raise the criterion to two and a half minutes,
then three, etc.

In another example, Robert is supposed to thread nuts on
bolts, but he doesn't do it. He might be able to earn
the reinforcer for setting the nut on the end of the
-bolt at first, then for screwing it part way down, then
the whole way.

Basically, you reinforce a behavior that a client does
(or that can be prompted) that may be only vaguay simi-
lar to the desired response. This might Just be an_
attempt at the response (i.e., saying "ed" for "red");
it might be a prerequisite for the response (i.e., stand-
ing before walking); it might be the first step in a
series of responses in order to complete a response.

39



Task analysis is extremely useful _n shaping, particular-
ly in the last example above when you are shaping 4te-:
in a series of responses. In task analysis, the behavior
is broken down into its component parts (this is explain-
ed in detail in a separate module).

Fort examptee, with Robert learning to thread nuts on bolts,
task analysis might be

3 8

1 Pick up nut with thumb and forefinger of less
preferred hand.

Pick up bolt in preferred hand, holding it by
_head with the stem pointing up.

Place nut on bolt

Turn nut with thumb and finger of less pre-
erred hand.

t fingers and repeat turning.

ingers and repeat turning.

Lift fingers and repeat turning.

8 Drop completed assembly in box.

4 0



heLp the ceient
much as pozzibte!

With a task analysis in which you are going to-shape
in a task, there are three formats to choose from

in order to teach this behavior. You could use what
is called total task presentation. This means you would
have Robert do a4e the 4te oh each tAidZ and hee-
a6 much a4 nece41§.41_in_yALE. You would use ver-
Yal demonstration, and physical prompts as described
earlier in the section on prompts. As Robert gets better
and better, you would give him less and less help. He
would be prompted through the ent4cssequence each time.

41 3 9
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Another possibility would be to use
This means you would teach oney the Zt
up the nut, using az math om
he coad do it co

ormatd chaZng.
tep, picking

necess
T en yoa woutd

the next one 4R
ame way, thus chaining the steps together into a

single behavior. In Robert's case, you would teach him,
using prompts, to pick up the nut. When he could do
that independently, you would have him pick up the nut.
When he could do that independently, you would have him
pick up the nut and start to teach picking up the bolt.
You would continue this until he could do the entire
chain. This procedure could be used to teach behaviors
like dressing. Aftar you teach putting on a shirt, you
might follow this with putting on jeans, so the two
things will happen together.

Then add the
second step!
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fo
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Another possibility IA bachwa/td iaknin- This means
the first step you teach is the last one in the task
analysis. You would actually do aLE the steps and then
ttach Robert the -1:17,6-qp_4(2t_enzit_---VDEAL i.e., you-
would pick up the two pieces, screw the nut down and he
would put it in the box. When he would do this last
step independently, you could do all but the last turnof the nut;,teach him to do that and have him put it inthe box If you were teaching a more complex chain like
floor mopping, you do not have to mop the entire floorfor each trial. You would probably start a backward
chaining procedure by teaching him where and how to putaway the bucket.

With baciam4d
you teach the :fast step o
dishwashing,
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The decision to use forward chaining, backward chaining,
or total task presentarlon as your choice depends on
you, the task being taught, and the client. Whichever
you choose, take data. If one format is not working,
you have some alternatives available. You do not have
to give up. The client can learn the new behavior if
you are smart enough to teach it. These 3 formats,
totat tatda, AoltaUhd and backwa/Ld chaining all can be_ _ _ _
used to teach clients things they have never done before.

4 7 4 5
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The tricky part of shaping is to raise the eri__ ion
appropriately. If you go too fast, the client will stop
progressing. If you go too slowly, the progress will
be slower than necessary. Again, as with fading prompts,the aient's ai.o "ies o,t Zack o utitE -teL a _ how



There are several additional strategies we can discuss
Which supplement the above approaches to teaching new
behaviors. These include imitati.on tAaining, genmai-
zation tActiALng, and tupon4e dentttwit



mitation tAtanina: The,e may be times in teaching new
behaviors when it is helpful to you to model responses
for clients that you want them to imitate. As a basis
for this, imitation training is often necessary. Where
client imitative behavior does not occur, you can train
it by conducting training sessions in which you rein-
force clients for whenever they imitate any of your
responses. Prompting and shaping may be useful here.
The end result is that the etient Loilt imitate yourt ite-
zponse, which wilt then he taeliat in teaching othe4 new
behavi0A.5. Parents use imitation training frequently
by reinforcing their children for imitating their re-
sponses (waving "bye-bye," etc,). Once the child gets
into the habit of imitating the parent, many new behav-
iors can be quickly taught.

4
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ation - Behaviors developed in a train-
ing environmen (e.g., work behavior) are useless unless
the client generalizes and uses them in other appropriate
settings (e.g., competitive employment). Situations are
numerous in which clients learn to do behaviors only in
the training room and the behaviors are not done anywhere
else.

_avioA4 devaoped in a
thaining envitonment



To facilitate generalization the following should occur
in training:

en training, emphasize elements and discrimina-
ive stimuli involved in the training situation

which are common to more natural situations. Try
to use as many Aztevant 4timmei as possible.

You may use irrelevant stimuli in training the task,
but must eventually remove these so that only rele-
vant stimuli are used that actually exist on the
real job. F04 examge, you may tape off sections
of a floor to teach sweeping dirt into piles as
part of janitorial training. This is an irrelevant
cue, however, that cannot always be done when one
is a janitor In a factory.

IfgGradually change the amount of reinforcement you
ive to levels representative of what really occurs

in the "real world." In initial training you may
need to give lots of reinforcement (CRF,conttnuouA
keinSwicement); but must gradually get a client on
a level that is realistic of a job he may obtain
(inteAmittent Aein oAcement).

In training the client
of reinforcement while
but must fade this out
in the competitive job
The client may faiI on
more frequent level of

in sweeping, you give lots
the task is being learned,
as all that can be expected
is the periodic paycheck.
the job if he/she expects a
reinforcement.

411
:rain responses under a variety of conditions. This

(
,

ill give the client experience in responding to
_ novel situations. The client should be trained in

sweeping rooms arranged in different ways, which
vary according to size, etc.

When irrelevant discriminative stimuli are needed,
consider those that can be easily transferred to
new situations. Tape on a handle of where to hold
a broom can be used anywhere.

54
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Once new behaviors have been taught, they often occur
in "rough" form. To polish responses, we use di4tiet-
emaal AetnioAcement. we Aetnliolme oray one membeA.
the Azoon6e an,64 (the one we want) and .-Zotake ate
otheAs_(i.e., only the correct way to swing a bat). In
this way, the reinforced response becomes differentiated
and occurs more often than other behaviors in the re-
sponse class (incorrect bat swings) which are not rein-
forced. This is knOwn as tehloonze dili6etentiattow the
appropriate response in the response class has been
differentiated.

57 5 5
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In reviewing all of the above, you have specific Atka-
ttgie4 and teahniqueh that you can use in teaching new
behaviors. We could make a list of these, with Which
you should now be familiar:

5 9
5 7



tin- tvehbaL,
phybLca,

od_

D scrimination Training
TA-Lat and Enapx
Fading oA Redundant Stim

Easy-to-Haxd Sequence
Detay oi PAompt4
Matching-to-Sampee
Oddity

Task Analysis

ackward
Chaining a*Imi al on Training

ene alization
Training

-esponse Differentiation



You rarely will use only one of these techniques to
teach a given task and usually will use most of them.
They all work together:

You may develop a task anaeyhts in order to
shape a behavior and may use any of three
types of chains (6oawand, baelmatd, totat
task). You may need to use paompt4 (vetbat,
phyzicaty modeUing) and additionally 4hap-
ing for various aspects of the chain, and
will want to 6ade these prompts out. To fa-
cilitate this, you may need to do some imita-
tion tizoining, and may also need to do some
discnimination tAaining along the way. Fi-
nally, you will continue with ke4pon4e di6-
6etentiation to polish the task, and if
you're clever, you'll use geneizatization
ttaining all along.

How you put the4e togethet wia depend upon
how etevet you ate and how wea you make use
o gout intetdisciptinaty team tb get id
on doina the tAaining.

61'



TEACHING NEW BEHAV
RA-7

Self-Test #1

1. List three levels of prompting, the process, and
purpose of each.

2. Answer the following as "True" or "False."

a. The primary way to teach new behaviors is
to reinforce them.

A prompt occurs after a weak response in
order to keep it going until it grows
stronger.

c. A primary reason verbal prompts often don't
work is because the instructions are not
clear.

John is a client in a work activity center. You have
instructed him on how to clean up his work area at
the end of the day--but this has not worked. What
prompt might you use next?

62



TEACHING NEW BEHAVIOR
RA-7

Self-Test #2

I. Why do we use a technique called "Fadin"?

2. List the purpose of discrimination traiing and
scribe four approaches to discim1natior training

Answer the following as "True" orFals. "
a. Fading is what happens to a re=ponse onc

rei nforcement has been removed._

b. Fading of physical prompts is &wlso known
as graduated guidance.

C. Oftentimes, the problem with Ohaviors
that a certain stimulus is not serving
a discriminative stimulus.

d. "Fading of Redundant Stimuli" .reans getti ng
rid of stimuli that are interfring with
appropriate responses.

Joe is assigned to package utensils for airline

meals. He is supposed to put one knife, one spoor'

one salt packet, and one pepper packet 17 nto a pla
tic bag. Tell how you would design a Inas.-tch-to-
sample program to help Joe.
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Self-Test #3

I. What is the advantage of a shap ng procedure?

2. Why is a task analysis beneficial in shaping?

List and describe 3 types of chaining.

4. How do you know if you are moving too slow or fast
in shaping?
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Sel f-Tes #--4

1. What i s the difference beteen imitati on training
and generalization training ?

How dO we faci 1 i tate genera_ 1 i zati on?

3. What i response differenti ati on?

Answer the following as "Tr ue" or "Fal se."

a. Imitation traininm and general izati on
traini ng are basi=ally the same thing--
they get clients o repeat your general
responses

Response d1ffereni ati on means "polishing"
responses .

c_ Response class mecmns the area of the body
(one of the five evelopmental areas)
doing the respons.


